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1 [Architectural design for a theatre backdrop signed
"Tasca"]. (lower left) pencil.Pen and black ink and grey
wash, unframed 6 3/8 x 9 7/8 in. (16.3 x 25.1 cm).
Most likely done for Monima e Mitridate. Dramma
serio per musical with music by Nasolini, performed
in Venice in 1799 (Sartori 15899).
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Full Description:

$3,000

http://www.abaa.org/books/498290406.html
Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.

2 Aspasie [Opera poster]Aspasie [Opera poster]. Paris,
1789. Large poster (20" x 16"). Woodcut on paper, laid
down on card. Stained, some loss to top right and left
margin, with very slight loss at upper right corner of the
woodcut.
This rare poster advertises the upcoming
performances at L’Academie Royale de Musique for
March 12-17, 1789.
The performances mentioned include the very first
performance of the opera Aspasie, a current hit by
Sacchini Arvire et Evelina (premiered 1788); a popular
opera by Rousseau, Le Devin du Village (premiered
1752); and a representation of Gluck’s Iphigénie en
Tauride (premiered 1779)*.
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3 La grande description de la fête superbe du feu
d'artifice et des illuminations. La grande description de
la fête superbe du feu d'artifice et des illuminations de M.
le duc d'Ossonne, pour l'heureuse arrivée de l'Infante
Reine à Paris.[Paris.] De l'impr. de la V. Grou, ruë de la
Vieille Bouclerie, à l'Image S. Jacques. [1722].
4to. Modern wrappers. 4p including permis dimprimer,
19 Mars 1722 signed “De Baudry.” Uncut. Description
of the fireworks, designed by Mr. Berin (Dessinateur
ordinaire du Cabinet du Roy, & Inventeur des
Illuminations merveilleuses), for the entry into Paris of
Louise d’Orléans (1709-1742), wife of Luis I, Spanish
Infante (1707-1724).
Some copies, not this one, contain an engraving of the
floating Temple of Hymen on the Seine opposite the
Queen’s apartment in the Louvre. See
WatanabeO’Kelly, Simon #2014-2015.

DontDelete
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4 Ariosto, Lodovico & Gabriel. . Scolastica. Comedia. Di
M. Lodovico Ariosto. Novellamente posta in Luce.Co'l
priuilegio del sommo Pontefice Paulo III & dell'Illustriss.
Senato Veneto per anni X."(Venezia: G. Griffi, 1547).
Original edition: Not in Adams; EDIT 16; CNCE 2644;
BM STC Italian, 1465-1600, p.38; Not in Clubb. Agnelli
e Ravegnani pp 129-30; Very rare
First editiion of a five act comedy in verse
written by Lodivico Ariosto until verse 14 of the
fourth scene of the fourth act and then finished
by his brother Gabriel.

DontDelete
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5 (Bancés Candamo, Francisco Antonio de; 1662
-1704). Qual es afecto mayor, lealtad, o sangre, o
amor?. (Bancés Candamo, Francisco Antonio de;
1662-1704). Qual es afecto mayor, lealtad, o
sangre, o amor? Cambises triunfante en Menfis.
Comedia que escribió D. Francisco Bancés
Candamo. Y se ha de representar a sus Magestades
en el Coliseo del Buen-Retiro. A expensas de la muy
Noble, y muy Leal Coronada Villa De Madrid con
motivo de celebrar los Gloriosos felices Desposorios
del Serenisimo Señor Don Carlos Principe de
Asturias, y la Serenisima Señora Doña Luisa
Princesa de Parma . . . . Madrid, (1765).
While the comedia was first created in 1699, it is
here transformed into an Italian, opera-like
theatrical, far from its original intent, with the
addition of three musical elements suitable for the
latter part of the 18th century. The three added
sections are 1) Loa Heroyca. Feliz el Merito Reyna
si la Dicha le Acompaña (pp. 1-17); 2) El Gallego,
Intermedio primero (pp. 65-86); 3) Saynete Los
Forasteros (pp. 139-158).
“From the form of the drama to that of the
proper Italian opera was but a step.”

-Ticknor
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6 Benserade, Isaac. Ballet de la Raillerie . [Bensérade,
(Isaac de)]. Ballet de La Raillerie. Dansé par sa
Majesté le 19 Febvrier 1659. Paris: Robert Ballard,
1659. Édition originale. Loret III, 24; Christout,
Marie-Françoise, 263; Tchemerzine II, 129. The
music is predominantly by Jean-Baptiste Lully, but
Jean-Baptiste Boësset composed at least two airs.
Raillerie is technically a ballet de cour, although it
features many complicated structural elements that
witness the forward development of the ballet form
in France. It is notable because it is an early, if not
the first, example of a French ballet with
participation of professional female dancers. It is
also notable for its “Italian elements” including the
first on-stage “querelle” about the merits of Italian
versus French music. Overall, Raillerie reflects the
evolution of French ballet toward French comedieFull Description:

ballet and ultimately, toward French opera.
DontDelete

$4,000
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7 Benserade, Isaac de. Les OEuvres de Monsieur de
Bensserade. Paris: chez Charles de Sercy, 1697. (56),
424, (4); (10), 427pp. + an engraved title-page in each
volume. Two vols., sm. 8vo, contemporary mottled calf,
spines gilt (one upper hinge cracked). First edition.
Benserade (1613-1691) had a long career as a court poet.
In particular he provided many of the librettos for Lully's
celebrated ballets, and these texts occupy the whole of
the second volume here. His single most famous poem is
his "Sonnet sur Job" (1651), which came into rivalry with
Voiture's "Urania," and divided the court wits into two
parties, the Jobelins and the Uranists.

DontDelete

Full Description:

$2,000

http://www.abaa.org/books/283485751.html
Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.

8 Dancourt, Florent Carton (1661-1725). Les vendanges,
comedie. Paris: Chez Thomas Guillain, a la descente du
Pont-Neuf, pres les Augustins, a l'image S. Louis., 1694.
Original edition. (Soleinne 1496).
On wine growing and an alcoholic husband: The play
was completed on October 1, 1691, too late for
performance during the vintage season.

DontDelete
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9 Dennis, John. Rinaldo and Armida: a Tragedy: as it is
acted at the Theatre in Little-Lincoln's-Inn-Fields...
London: Printed for Jacob Tonson..., MCDXCIX [sic, for
1699]. modern morocco.
First edition of a dramatic opera based on a hint from
Tasso, set in "a delightful Wilderness on the top of a
Mountain in the Canaries."

DontDelete

Full Description:
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http://www.abaa.org/books/283485618.html
Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.

10 Dorat, Claude-Joseph (1734-1780). La Feinte par
amour, comedie en trois actes et en vers... Edition
conforme a la representation. Paris: au Theatre de
Moliere, rue Martin; Au Theatre du Vaudevill; A
l'Imprimerie, rue des Droits de l'Homme no. 44, An IVe
[1795]. First acted 31 July 1773. Soleinne 1969; 3432.
8vo. 19th cent red morocco, title in gilt on spine. Paper a
bit browned. 54pp., cast list, includes: Melle Dologny, M.
Mole, Monvel.
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11 Dorvigny (pseud. of Louis-Francois Archambault; [1734
-1812]). Les fausses consultations, comedie en 1 acte,
representee, pour la premiere fois, sur le theatre des
Varietes, en decembre 1780. Paris: Caileau, 1781.
Original edition. Soleinne 2197.
A comedy about the legal problems of a theatre company,
the Troupe de Franville, in its relation to the AvocatConsultant Dainval.
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12 Duclose, Marie-Anne de Chateauneuf (1668-1748).
Duclose in the role of Ariane,. Engraving on Paper.
(Paris) 1714. Engraved by Louis Desplaces (1632-1739).
After a painting by Nicolas de Largilliere (ca. 1656
-1746) [cf: Benizet III, 217]. Large folio (20" x 15"), with
good margins. A fine impression with rich contrasts in
shading, and excellent detail indicating this is an early
impression before the engraving plate had been worn.
Framed.
Mari-Anne de Chateauneuf Duclose (1668-1748). French
actress who was accepted by the Comédie Française in
1693, where she acted in tragic roles, later replacing Mlle
Champmesle and sharing feminine leads with Mlle
Desmares. Her strength lay in declamation, and she was
admired in the roles of Molière. Her great talent was
eclipsed by her volatile temper and by the changing
styles of acting best exemplified by that of Adrienne
Lecouvrer, her young rival.

Duclos in the role of Ariane (by Thomas Corneille) is one
of the grand portraits of the French baroque theatre and
one of the treasures of Le Musée de la Comédie
Française (Dacier, 20)

DontDelete
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13 “Fagan” pseud of Barthélemy-Christophe Fagan. Les
Caracteres de Thalie. . Comédie en trois actes, avec un
prologue et un divertissement. Paris, Prault fils, Year:
1737

A forgotten playwright who ought to be
remembered, In his own time. Fagan was influential and
celebrated even by Voltaire who thought Fagan’s La
Pupille, 1734, was the most complete petite pièce on the
French stage.

Les Caracteres de Thalie consists of three one act
plays, l’Inquiet, l’Etourderie , Les Originaux each with a
different structure and theme, each played together to
form a complete work.

”

DontDelete
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14 François l’Hermite (c. 1601 – September 7, 1655). .
Pantheé, Tragedie de Monsieur de Tristan. . Pantheé,
Tragedie de Monsieur de Tristan. Paris: Augustin
Courbe, 1639. Priv 23 Feburary 1638; Achevé 10 May
1639. Tragedy in five acts, verse. Tchemerzine X.
P.417 for original 4to edition with same dates as this the
12mo edition.
One of the 41 contemporary plays cited
Poisson’s Baron de la Crasse and in the preface
to Corneille’s Sophonsibe.

DontDelete
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15 Goudar, Ange (1720-1791). Le Brigandage de la
Musique Italienne. Magnum sine viribus ignis
incassum furit. (Virgil.Georg. III.99.100). [?Paris]:
1777. [?Paris]: 1777. Contemporary stiff wrappers &
ties, lettered in old ink on spine; half title bookplate on
verso. 156p. Uncut. Probably a large paper copy, with
wide margins measuring 5 3/8 x 8 7/8". First edition.
RISM notes two editions. This, the first edition of 156pp.
as here; the second, Amsterdam in Paris in 1780, 173pp.
Goudar, a staunch supporter of French music,
vehemently attacks Italian music in the present work,
but presents interesting ideas about the musicality of
the Italian language, as well as the French. His wife,
Sara Goudar, deserves study as an early English
ballet critic. She is still quoted in scholarly journals
for her comments which help to distinguish English
from Italian forms of opera of the period. She
undoubtedly had some influence in the writing of this
work.

DontDelete

Full Description:

$2,000
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16 Guarini, Battista. Il Pastor fido.Tragicomedia. Le
Berger fidelle. Il Pastor fido.Tragicomedia. Le Berger
fidelle. Tragicomedia del signor Cavalie Batista Guarini.
Faict en Italien & François, pour l’utilité de ceux qui
desirent apprendre les deux langues. Reneu & corigé en
ceste derniere edition. Rouen: Chez Iacques Caillove,
1648,
12mo. Contemporary vellum, tes 310 leaves of text.
With Italian and French on facing pages.
Il Pastor fido stands with Tasso’s Aminta as the
outstanding achievement of the Italian pastoral drama. It
was begun in 1569 but not published until 1590. The
popularity of Pastor Fido itself in France was due to the
numerous editions in Italian, in French Le Berger fidelle
and, as here, in bi-lingual editions that were created for
students and others who wished to study refined Italian.

$850

DontDelete

17 Guichard, Jean-Francois (1731-1811). Le Bucheron, ou
les Trois souhaits, comedie en 1 acte, melee d'ariettes.
Paris: C. Herissant, 1763. Original edition. Soleinne
3231.
Based on a tale by Perrault, Les trois souhaits; . The
lumberjack or the three wishes is a Comedie melee
d'ariettes or French operas with spoken dialogue.

DontDelete

Full Description:
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18 Italian, Bolognese School. [Early 17th century
drawing]. Black chalk, pen and brown ink, brown wash.
(9 7/8 x 14 5/8 in. ; 25 x 37 cm.). Depiction of Acis
playing his flute for Galatea, and a chain of nymphs
dancing in a wooded clearing.
Based on Ovid's Metamorphoses (Bk XIII:738 788) two
lovers, Acis and Galatea, are brutally separated by the
cyclops Polyphemus, who kills Acis out of jealousy.
Distraught, Galatea then turned his blood into the river
Acis which flowed past Akion (Acium) near Mount Etna
in Sicily. The story of Acis and Galatea has been the
perfect heart wrenching subject for operas, ballets and
tragedies over the centuries.
Provenance: Sotheby's, New York, January 10, 1990, lot
33 (as follower of Annibale Carracci).

DontDelete

$3,500

19 La Chapelle, Jean de. Les Carosses d'Orleans Comedie
par le sieur D.L.C. Paris, Jean Ribou, 1681. Original
edition. Soleinne 1481.
With its depiction of persons from various backgrounds
assembled at an inn, Les Carosses d’Orleans bears a
resemblance to Moliéres les Fâcheux and Poisson’s
Après-soupé des Auberges. The author was obviously
trying to reproduce comic types that one might meet
while journeying across the country. “Its lively dialogue,
amusing succession of scenes, and picture of manners
would probably make it worth reviving even today. With
the exception of the Festin de Pierre, no other play given
for the first time at the Guénégaud before the union of the
troupes met with such long continued success”
(Lancaster)

DontDelete
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20 Lacroix, Paul. Ballets et Mascarades de Cour. De
Henri III a Louis XIV (1581-1652) recueillis et
publies, d'apres les editions originales Par M. Paul
Lacroix conservateur de la bibliotheque de l'arsenal.
Geneve & Turin: Gay et Fils, 1868-70. Edition of 100
copies, this is #31. Six volumes, 8vo. Contemporary cloth
and marbled boards (leather labels). Very good condition,
with slight scuffing. Original wrappers bound in.
This collection consists of textual reprints of all the
Ballets and Masquerades from 1581-1651, beginning
with Balet Comique de la Royne and ending with the
Balet de Cassandre and Balet de la Fortune. There are
few Ballets later than 1651. "Those wishing to trace a
firm, although by no means unbroken, chronological line
of Ballets, Operas, and other Lyrical Works during this
period are advised to consult this work" (Leslie).
References: Leslie II, p. 291; DDM 1571 "One of the
most important works of Ballets de Cour"; Magriel
p.156.

DontDelete
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21 Louis XIII. Two rare plaquettes concerning the double
marriage of Louis XIII and his sister Elisabeth. 1615.
(Élisabeth de France). Discours véritable de ce qui s'est
passé à Bordeaux sur les fiançailles et espousailles de
Madame soeur du Roy avec le prince juré d'Espagn
Où sont descrites les ceremonies, les noms des
aßistans, et les adieux de part et d'autre, au
departement demadicte dame: Ensemble les noms des
Chefs de ceux qui on prins les armes, & passé la
Riviere de aronne, pour empescher le voyage. Troyes:
Pierre Chevillot, 1615
With
(Louis XIII). La sortie du Roy de sa ville de Bordeaux,
pour retourner à Paris. : Ensemble le nombre des
seigneurs, chefs, capitaines & gens de guerre, qui
l'assistent au retour de son voyage de Guyenne.
Troyes: Pierre Chevillot, 1615

DontDelete
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22 Malpied, M. Traite sur l'Art de la Danse Dedie a [sic]
Monsieur Gardel l'aine, Maitre des Ballets de
l'Academie Royale de Musique. Par M. Malpied. A
Paris Chez Mr. Bouin, Editeur, Rue St. Honore, pres St.
Roch. Mdlle. Castagnery, rue des Prouvaires a Versailles,
chez Mr. Blaisot, rue Satory. A.P.D.R. (Ca. 1770).
Malpied's Traite describes, for the first time, the five
positions for the arms, in conjunction with the five
positions of the feet. The work also notes detailed
treatment of the arms, hands and fingers.

DontDelete
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23 Martinelli, Gaetano. . Il Trionfo di Sebaste.
Componimento Drammatico dedicato all’illustrissimo, ed
Eccellentissimo signore Sebastiano Giuseppe di
Carvalho, e Mello Marchese di Pombal Conte Di Oeyras
Primo Ministro, e Segretatio di Stato Di sua Maestà
Fedelissima...In Occasione di Festeggiare il suo
GiornoNatalizio il Di 13 Maggio dell’anno 1776.(Lisbon:
Stamperia Reale,1776). Only edition of this festival
oratori libretto.
Since most of the music from the late 18th
century Portuguese court is lost, libretti like Il
Tionfo di Sebaste helps to reconstruct this
important period in the development of opera in
Iberia.

DontDelete
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24 (Metastasio, Moliere, etc.) . Portugese 18th century
drama. Nonce volume. Four plays in one volume. (1)
Metastasio’s Antigono Opera, (2)Moliere Tartuffo, (3)
Entremez do Esganarelo, (4) Novo entremez do
mizerave.
Translated from French and Italian plays. Printing the
earliest Portuguese translations of Molière’s
Tartuffe as well as rare entremez

DontDelete
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25 Metastasio, Pietro. Partenope. Festa teatrale . da
rappresentarsi in musica nell imperial regio teatro
festeggiandosi i felicissimi sponsali di Ferdinando II. di
Borbone re delle Due Sicilie e di Maria Giuseppa
d'Austria, l'anno MDCCLXVII (Vienna: Nella stamperia
di Ghelen, 1767). Sartori 17845 (42pp.); Sonneck 851;
Schtz 4551.

First edition of the Ghelen libretto, with his
beautiful typefaces, ornaments and illustrations.
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26 Metastasio, Pietro. Romolo et Ersilia: Dramma per
Musica;. Rappresentato in occasione Delle felicissime
Nozze Delle AA. LL. RR. L' Arciduca Leopoldo D'
Austria e L'Infanta D. Maria Luisa Di Borbon; Celebrate
in Inspruch
Alla presenza degli Augustissimi Regnanti L' anno
MDCCLXV. Vienna: Nella stamperia di Ghelen, 1765..
Sartori 20122; Sonneck, 951 (for a Barbiellini, 1765
edition)

First edition of the Ghelen libretto, with his
beautiful typefaces, ornaments and illustrations.
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27 Mirandola, Giovanni Francesco Pico della and
others. Il vello d'oro conquistato. Il vello d'oro
conquistato. Composicion dramatica para
representarse en el real Coliseo del Buen-Retiro
festefandose el feliz dia natalicio de su magestad
Catholica ey Rey nuestro Señor D. Fernando VI.
Replicado por order du su Magestad misma. El Año de
MDCC.XLIX (1749)
Libretto in Italian and Spanish for a Festival Opera
on the Subject of Jason and the Golden Fleece,with
a strong possibility of a New World connection

Il vello d'oro conquistato/Il Vello D’Oro was a
Christmas festival performance in 1748 and then
again in 1749 for guests of Ferdinand VI of Spain
(1713-1759). The opera is set in Colchis on the far
side of the Black Sea, where Jason has sailed from
Iolcus with his Argonauts to find the “vellon de oro”
(Golden Fleece). The play features chorus plus
seven characters, including Medéa and Jason with
their love story. The actors are named, including the
beloved Venetian singer Teresa Castellini (in the
role of Calciope) who sang in the 1748 performance
and also when the work was performed in the
theatres of Madrid.
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28 Moliere (1622-1673); (Lully, Jean Baptiste (1632-1687)).
L'Amour Medecin. Paris: Chez Theodore Girard, 1666.
1666 Priv. Dec 30, 1665; Acheve Jan 15, 1666. Original
edition. 12mo. 5 pl., 59 (i.e. 95)pp. Lacking frontispiece.
The libretto to the comedy-ballet.
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29 Monvel (pseud. of Jacques-Marie Boutet 1745-1812).
L'Amant bourru, comedie en 3 actes et en vers libres,
representee par les Comediens francois ordinaires du
Roi, le Mercredi 14 aout 1777. Dediee a La Reine.
Paris: Vve Duchesne, 1777. Original edition. Soleinne
(2170). First performed November 22, 1775, Grand
Theatre de la Monnaie Bruxelles.
8vo. 19th century cloth and boards. Light soiling to first
and last pages. 67pp. Cast list. L'Amant bourru, based on
the novel of Madame Riccoboni, is an elegant drawing
room comedy with 6 characters. It is considered Boutet's
best play. The play's great popularity was due to the lead
acting of the two great comedic rivals: M. Mole and
Boutet himself. Reference: Chefs-d'oeuvre des auteurs
comiques... Paris: Firmin Didot Freres, 1846.
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30 Nilson, Johann Esaias . Catharina Helena Stöber. .
Catharina Helena Stöber 1775 or Stöberin (German
model, 1721-1788)
etching with engraved text on laid paper; 230 x 166 mm
(9 ⅛ x 6 ½ inches)Schuster 374
This is a rare souvenir portrait of Catharina
Helena Stöber, who was only two foot four
inches (ca. 70 cm) in height. She was exhibited
at fairs all over Germany.
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31 Petit, Marie Antoinette (fl. 1722-1746), (but probably
written by La Mare, abbe de, ca. 1708-1742). Factum
pour Mademoiselle Petit, Dansuese de l'Opera
Revoquee, Complaignante au Public. [Paris: sp,
(1741)]. 4p. (8vo). Full sheet folded in four, unbound.
In this pamphlet Mlle. Petit explains her innocence on the
day she was accused, upon being caught in an opera box
with marquis de Bonnac. This satirical defense actually
ridicules Marie Antoinette Petit, a minor dancer, who was
expelled from the company following Louise Jacquet's
accusations of indiscretion.
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32 (Petronius Arbiter) Boindin, Nicolas (1676-1751); La
Motte, M. de (1672-1731); (Antoine Houdar). La
matrone d'Ephese: comedie par Mr B*** A. Paris:
Chez Pierre Ribou, proche les Augustins, a la descente du
Pontneuf, a l'Image S Louis. 1702 Original edition..
Cioranescu, A. 18. s; 36563.
12. 46p
Boindin, Nicolas (1676-1751); La Motte, M. de (1672
-1731); (Antoine Houdar). 12mo Disbound. 46pp.
Lacking last leaf (ads? Blank?)
Taken from Petronius Arbiters Satryicon. The plot
centers around Euphemie who is planning to martyr
herself after her husband's death in order to maintain
her reputation as the most faithful woman of Ephseus.
Her marriage which happens only a week after her vow
of denial is part of a rollicking farce
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33 Piovene, Agostino . Bajazet. Dramma musicale ridotto
ad uso del Regio Ducal Teatro di Parma da
rappresentarsi il Carnovale dell'anno MDCCLII:
[libretto]. Parma Reale Stamp. Monti in Borgo Riolo,
1751. 12mo. Contemporary mottled calf, gilt-ruled with
corner ornaments. Somewhat rubbed, but a handsome
binding.
The composer Egidio Romualdo Duni (b Matera,
Basilicata, bap. 11 Feb 1708; d Paris, 11 June 1775) was
one of the most important opera comique composers in
the third quarter of the 18th century, contributing to the
creation of a new style in that genre, the comédie mêlée
d’ariettes.
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34 Pradon, (Jacques). Pirame, et Thisbé. Tragedie. Paris:
Henry Loyson, 1674. Edition originale of Pradon’s first
play. Soleinne 1457; Tchemerzine IX, p. 211. 12mo. Full
red morocco, ruled in gilt with highly gilt spine. Blue
morocco doublures ruled and ornamented in gilt. Marble
endpapers by Gruel.
Jacques Pradon was a facile, popular playwright, the
most prolific of his period who, unfortunately, confused
popularity with genius. Believing his talent equal to that
of Racine’s, he hurriedly put together a tragedy Phèdre et
Hippolyte to compete with Racine’s Phèdre then just
being staged for the first time in early January 1677. As a
result of this direct challenge to Racine, Pradon became
embroiled in a verbal brawl among critic and supporters
that cost him his budding reputation.
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35 Quinault, Philippe (1635-1688). La Mort de Cyrus,
tragedie. Paris: A. Courbe et G. de Luyne, 1659. Five act
tragedy in verse. Priv 10 February; Acheve12 July 1659.
Rare original edition. (Soleinne 1275, for Tragedies et
Comedies de Philippe Quinault: Paris, Guillaume de
Luyne, 1668).
La Mort de Cyrus is a tragic-comedy is based one of the
early French novels of the period, especially that of Le
Grand Cyrus of Madeline de Scudery (ten vols. 1649-53)
which was taken from the histories Herodotus and
Xenophon.
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36 Rameau, Pierre. Le maitre a danser: Paris: Ches Jean
Villette Fils, rue S. Jacques, a Saint Bernard, 1734.
"One of the most important books in the history of
dance literature . . . it contains the clearest and most
detailed descriptions available of the structure and
execution of the basic steps used in social and
theatrical dance‚” (Hilton, 49). Rameau sets down for
the first time, verbally and with illustrations, the five
basic positions for the feet, which had been notated
but not analyzed in his seminar work Chorégraphie
(1700).
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37 Robineau de Beaunoir, Abbe. La Philosophe, AntiDrame. Paris: Duchesne, 1775. 8vo. Disbound. Fine
copy. 72pp., uncut with half title. Soleinne (2250).
Original edition. Cioranescu 18.53528.
In his Avertissement, the author defines an anti-drame as
something between a comedie and drama, slightly like a
"parade." It is one of a small group of plays, Wade
counts 19 in all, that in the last half of the eighteenth
century, depicted the "philosophe" of middle-class life.
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38 Smit, J. (Publisher) & Jan Punt (print maker). Complete
Series of 12 Engravings of Sets from the Amsterdam
Schouwburg plus two related plates].
. Smit, J. (publisher). [Complete Series of 12 Engravings
of Sets from the Amsterdam Schouwburg plus two
related plates]. First version (1). Amsterdam: Smit,
[1760s]. Muller 4264.

“the most famous of all Schouwburg
illustrations”, the magnificent series of thirteen
etchings of the theatre’s scene published by J.
Smit between 1738 and 1772
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39 Torri, Pietro. Abelle, Oratorio. . Valenziena
(Valenciennes): Presso Gabrielle Francesco Henry,
Stampatore Regio, 1711. Oratorio libretto in three acts, in
verse.
Libretto. 12mo. Collation: A-D8, E3. 1p. title; 2pp.
argument; 2pp. personnages; pp. 6-69 text in French and
Italian on facing pages. Ornaments in text. Title page
faded, some stains and light foxing occasionally in text.
Eighteenth-century polished calf.
Torri was a significant Pre-Handelian oratorio composer.
Abelle is one of the few Italian sacred oratorios of the
period that was staged as theatre.
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40 Various. Sammelband. Jansenist plays. [Three 18th
century Jansenist plays bound together].
Arlequin Janseniste.....Le Saint deniche, ou la
banqueroute des marchands de miracles... Le Docteur
Fagotin, comedie en trois actes.
All three plays concern the bitter theological, and also
legal rivalries, that inflamed French intellectuals from the
late 17th century, surrounding the ideas of Cornelius
Jansen who published his Augustianis in 1640.
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41 Verdy du Vernois, Adrien Marie Francois de (1738
-1814). Recherches sur les carrousels anciens et
modernes . Suivies d'un Projet de jeux équestres à
l'imitation des tournoys de l'ancienne chevalerie. Dans
lequel, on démontre l'utilité que la noblesse retireroit du
rétablissement de ces jeux, autrefois l'école de l'adresse et
de la valeur.
(Paris?: Cassel)1784 8vo. 19th century vellum. ii], [iv],
[3]-155, [1] blank. Collation [], *2, A-J8, K6 [K1 on
stub]. Very clean copy, occasional slight foxing.
Ornaments in text.
After discussing the Roman circuses, and Chevalerie in
the middle ages, the tournament itself is discussed (pp37
-107) in its forms and participants (including the
placement of the audience). Following this, the text
analyzes the modern reintroduction of these types of
games (pp108-155).
Barbier 21795; Brunet IV 15991; Querard X p.107;
OCLC: North America: Society of the Cincinnati,
Virginia, Metropolitian Museum(?)
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42 "Voltaire" (Francois-Marie Arouet; 1694-1778). “Le
heros de Ferney au theatre de Chatelaine--Ne pretens
pas a trop, tu ne seaurais qu'ecrire, Tes vers forcent
mes pleurs, mais tes gestes me font rire. [Ferny, ca.
1772] [Etching on paper] Size: 5 5/8" x 7 3/8", trimmed
to platemark.
The subject of this anonymous satirical etching is
Voltaire acting well past his prime
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43 Vondel, Joost van den. [A collection of almost all the
plays, over half in first editions; also the major poetry
and translations]. 48 separate works bound in 12 vols,
quarto. 11 in uniform contemporary vellum.
Joost van den Vondel (17 November 1587 – 5 February
1679) Dutch poet and playwright was considered the
most prominent Dutch author of the 17th century. He
passed away at the age of 91, writing until his last years.
He is the greatest poet the Netherlands have produced,
one who is distinguished in every form and who occupies
a place among the best poet of all time.” (Petrus Henricus
Albers in the Catholic Encyclopedia).
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